
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A hyaraulic platform lift for use with a truck or truck trailer, comprising:

a platform member having two opposite side edges;

first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member

therein, each of said ftrskand second hydraulic cylinders operatively coupled to

a respective side edge of said platform member to permit raising and lowering

of said platform member; )C

pump means for supply^n^p^essurized hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic

cylinders via a positive displacement n^eans; and

said positive displacement means comprising a pair of longitudinally-

moveable, spaced-apart pistons, each operative^ coupled to each other so that

movement of one piston causes an equal movement of the other, said pistons

situate within a corresponding cylinder member, each cylinder member having

a pair of opposite ends, one end of which having an aperture to permit ingress

of hydraulic fluid from said pump means, and another aperture at an opposite
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emd to permit egress ofhydraulic fluid from said cylinder member to one of said

hyqraulic cylinders.

2 . The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 1 , wherein s aid aperture for each

cylinder member which permits the ingress ofhydraulic fluid from the pump means for

raising of the platform permits egress of fluid from the cylinder member when said

platform is desired to be lowered.

3. The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 2, said pistons operatively

coupled by shaft means, said sljfcft
smeail§"extending perpendicularly from each of said

pistons from opposite sides thereof.

4. The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 3, said shaft means centrally

located within each of said cylinder members.

5. The hydraulic platform as claimed in claim 2, said pistons operatively coupled

to each other by shaft means, said shaft means extending perpendicularly outwardly

from opposite sides of one piston of said pa^r of pistons and from only one side of the

other piston of said pair of pistons.
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le h\drai6. The hydraulic platform as claimed in claim 2, said pair ofpistons comprising a

first and second piston, said first and second pistons each having mutually opposite sides

and operatively coupled to each other by shaft means, said shaft means extending

perpendicularly outwardi^rom said opposite sides ofthe first piston and from only one

side of the second said piston, said aperture for ingress of hydraulic fluid from said

pump means situate proximate\the side of said second piston having no shaft means

extending therefrom.

7. The hydraulic platform lift as clakned in claim 1, said cylinder members each

having mutually opposite opposed ends, wlterein saftl cylinder members each possess

piston phasing means proximate one endW eabh of said pair of cylinder members.

8. The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claun 1, said cylinder members each

having mutually opposite opposed ends, wherein saic^ylinder members each possess

piston phasing means proximate each of said mutually opposite ends.

9. The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 1, further comprising valve

means to restrict flow ofhydraulic fluid to thereby prevent uncontrolled descent ofsaid

platform.
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1 0. Tfce hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 1 , said first and second hydraulic

cylinders ekch having mutually opposite opposed ends, wherein said first and second

cylinders each possess piston phasing means proximate a same end thereof.

11. The hydraulic platform lift as claimed in claim 10, said first and second

cylinders each having^ longitudinal axis, wherein said piston phasing means comprises

a pair of apertures, spa\ed apart from each other on said longitudinal axis, with said

aperture of said pair of apertures most proximate said end thereof being larger in area

than said other of said aperti

12. The hydraulic platform

cylinders each having mutu

lift\s cl^ied in claim 1, said first and second hydraulic

soppOgite opposed erjds, wherein said first and second

hydraulic cylinders each possess pistonphasing means proximate each of said opposite

ends thereof

13. A positive displacement valve for useyin a hydraulic circuit, comprising:

apair oflongitudinally-moveable, spaced-apartpistons, each operatively

connected by longitudinal shaft means to each other so that movement of one

piston causes an equal\movement of the \ other, each situate within- a

corresponding cylinder member, said cylinder members arranged injuxtaposed
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relation to each other, each cylindermember having mutually opposite ends and

an aperture proximate each of said opposite ends so as to permit ingress and

egress of pressurized hydraulic fluid.

The positive displacement valve as claimed in claim 13,

said shaft means extending perpendicularly outwardly from each ofsaid

pistons from opposite sides thereof and centrally located within each of said

cylinder members. \

The positive displacehiejit^valve as claimed in claim 13,

said pair of pistons comprising a first and second piston,

said first and second piston each having a pair of opposite sides and

operatively coupled to each other by shaft means, said shaft means extending

perpendicularly outwardly from said paq" of opposite sides of said first piston

and from only one side of said second piston.

The positive displacement valve as claimed in Maim 13,
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\

said\aperture for ingress of hydraulic fluid into the cylinder member

containing said second piston situate on an end of the cylinder member

proximate the side of said second piston not having shaft means extending

therefrom. \

1 7. The positive displacement valve as claimed in claim 13, said cylinder members

each having mutually opposite^opposed ends, wherein said cylinder members each

possess piston phasing means proximate one end of each of said pair of cylinder

members. \

1 8 . The positive displacemOTt^h^eas claimed in claim 1 7, said cylinder members

each having a longitudinal axis, whereinWd piston phasing means comprises a pair of

apertures, spaced apart from each other omsaid longitudinal axis, with said aperture of

said pair ofapertures most proximate said one end ofsaid cylinder member being larger

in area than said other of said apertures. \

19. The positive displacement valve as claimed in claim 1 3 , said cylinder members

each having a pair of mutually opposite opposed enas, wherein said cylinder members

each possess piston phasing means proximate each endof said mutually opposite ends.
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20. The positive displacement valve as claimed in claim 1 9, said cylinder members

each having a longrradinal axis, wherein said piston phasing means comprises a pair of

apertures ,
spaced apafc^from each other on said longitudinal axis, with said aperture of

said pair ofapertures mosmtoximate said one end ofsaid cylinder member being larger

in area than said other of saidVpan* of apertures.

21. A hydraulic platform lift fonuse with a truck or truck trailer, comprising:

mlO a platform member havin^two opposite side edges;

m
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first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member

therein, each of said first and second hydrSmS^ylinders operatively coupled to

a respective side edge of said platform merr^ber to permit raising and lowering

of said platform member,

pump means for supplying pressurized hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic

cylinders via a positive displacement means;

20 said positive displacement means comprising \ pair of juxtaposed

cylinder members, each containing a longitudinally-moveable piston, such
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pistons operatively coupled to each other so that movement ofone piston causes

an equal movement of the other, each cylinder member having a pair of

opposite ends, one end of which having an aperture to permit ingress of

hydraulic flu^from said pump means, and another aperture at an opposite end

to permit egress of hydraulic fluid from said cylinder member to one of said

\
hydraulic cylinders; and

said positive^ispl^ement means adapted, when said pump means

provides pressurized n^A*aiil^fluid via a respective aperture to a first side of

each of said pistons, to cause ssmttT^istons to be displaced an equal distance

causing an equal egress of hydraulic fluid from said cylinder members via a

respective aperture from a side ofeadi^yfsaid pistons opposite said first side and

a corresponding equal supply ofhydraulic fluid to each of said first and second

hydraulic cylinders with resultant equal movement of said piston members

therein regardless of different loads which rpay be applied to said first and

second hydraulic cylinders.
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